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Chapter 2
Coffee History:  
Four Story Lines and a Chronology 

Here is a legend about the origin of coffee that you’ve undoubtedly heard, perhaps too often. Once in the land of 
Arabia Felix (or in Ethiopia, if an Ethiopian is telling the story), a boy named Kaldi herded goats. One night, Kaldi’s 
goats failed to come home, and in the morning he found them dancing energetically around a shiny, dark-leafed 

shrub with red berries. Kaldi deduced that it was the red berries that caused the goats’ eccentric behavior, so he ate 
some, and soon he was dancing too.

Following the Arabian version of the legend, a Sufi from a local 
monastery came by. He saw the goats dancing, Kaldi dancing and the 
shiny-leafed shrub with the red berries. Being of a more systematic 
turn of mind than the goats or Kaldi, he subjected the red berries to 
various experimental examinations, one of which involved drying and 
roasting the seeds, grinding them, infusing them in hot water and 
drinking the water. Thereafter neither he nor his fellows grew drowsy 
during their meditations and devotions, and the use of coffee spread 
from monastery to monastery, throughout Arabia 
Felix (or Ethiopia, depending on the details), and 
from there to the rest of the world. 

Goats Put to the Test. Some centuries later, 
in 1998, I was visiting coffee farms in the moun-
tains of Yemen, the home of Kaldi in the Arabia 
Felix version of the story. I was curious about the 
Kaldi story, and persuaded a goatherd to bring his 
goats into a coffee orchard. After setting up a video 
camera to document this dramatic reenactment of 
coffee’s origin myth, I asked the goatherd to offer 
the goats coffee fruit. 

The goats sniffed the coffee fruit suspiciously, 
then turned their backs on it to munch some miser-
able dried grass growing around the trees. 

I tried the same experiment later with what 
were advertised as much hungrier goats. This time 
I offered them three choices: fresh coffee fruit, dry 
grass and khat tree leaves, which Yemenis chew in 
the afternoon for their stimulant properties. Goat 
preference sequence: khat leaves number one, dry 
grass two, coffee fruit three. 

Perhaps the goats I tried were just being perverse, as goats will. 
Perhaps myths are not supposed to be tested, only told. And I should 
add that on a later trip to Ethiopia I did see some goats happily 
munching on fresh coffee leaves a woman was feeding them. Perhaps 
Ethiopian goats are more prone to eating coffee than Yemeni goats, 
which could be taken as a goat vote for the Ethiopian claim that Kaldi 
was their goatherd, not the Yemenis’. 
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and a relative of Coffea canephora or Robusta, 
spontaneously cross in East or Central Africa to create a 
new species, Coffea arabica, which atypically preserves 
44 chromosomes, 22 from each of its parents.
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parts of Yemen, perhaps carrying 
the coffee plant with them.
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In Ethiopia the fruit of the Coffea arabica tree is consumed in 
undocumented ways, perhaps as food, perhaps as a medicine 
or tea, though probably not as a beverage consisting of 
the dried and roasted seeds of the fruit infused in water.

A Coffee 
Timeline:  

50,000 B.C. 
to a.d. 1950

This Yemeni goat preferred eating dried grass to coffee fruit, an indication, perhaps, 
that the much-repeated Kaldi story about dancing goats and their role in discovering 

the stimulant properties of coffee is, at least from a goat point of view, mistaken.


